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Abstract: This article envisages names of Turkic origin to determine its genealogic and historic links 
with other relative names, to clarify the exact transcription of the names, by involving phonetic variants 
if possible, to find out the original word (root), and to create a vocabulary of Turkic names. The authors 
are studying the names of the Turkic nationalities and distinctive difference in the sound forms of each 
nationality, analyzing the universal property of the anthroponym formation system. The structure of 
the languages of the Turkic nationalities is common, and the system of anthroponyms, which is an 
integral part of any language, is characterized by common features in all Turkic languages. Relative 
and spiritually close nations united by religious ideas are characterized with similar anthroponyms, 
because proper names of the Turkic origin, as well as Arab and Persian borrowings account for the 
major part of items preserved in the lexical composition. A lot of such names encourage creation of a 
dictionary of Turkic names. On the basis of creation of such dictionary of Turkic names, people may be 
differed from each other, natural specificity of names can be developed, and they can be integrated into 
certain groups. Detailed analysis of Kazakh names with Turkic origin and identification of the historic 
and linguistic system of Turkic names are still in the phase of research, despite extensive amount of 
scientific works. Creation of the dictionary of Turkic names requires identification of the vocabulary 
of Turkic origin names preserved and continuously used from ancient times, as well as common names 
taken from the Arab and Persian languages, as well as research into characteristic phonetic peculiarities 
and orthographic standards of each language. It is said that a nation is united by call, and each person 
identifies himself/herself through sounding of his/her name in the native language. Thus, for the purposes 
of Propaganda of the best examples of culture of naming and name-creation of Turkic peoples, as well as 
for strengthening the continuity of historical roots, it is necessary to create a dictionary of Turkic names. 
Keywords: Anthroponyms, anthroponim forming process, historical linguistic system, origin, dictionary, 
Turkic names.
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INTRODUCTION

Names are used for people not only to differentiate them from each other, but also 
to group and unite them into a common system. R.F. Spenser notes that it is the 
name by means of which it is possible to identify a nation, the social structure of a 
country and interrelations between people in the society (Spenser, 1961). 

For example, the basic form of name components has a link with the traditions 
of a definite nation, but is differs in its sound form. This interlink has been traced 
from ancient times, and it has survived until nowadays. The book “Muslim Names” 
contains many names of different nations with no regard to special features of 
the languages (Muslim Names, 2009). The main objective of the dictionary is to 
take into account the spiritual and cultural links between the nations and various 
meanings of names in different languages. 

The system of Turkic names has undergone and conveyed multiple processes 
on the way of its formation and existence. The process of formation of the main 
lexical part of the words included names which came from the Persian, Turkic 
and Arab languages. Many words are currently changed according to the language 
formation laws. It is known that new forms are created through joining different 
components and ways of combinations. Some part of names used by Turkic nations 
is applied in an independent meaning, and sometimes, in an additional meaning. 
For example, the component ay (moon) in such names as Nuray and Dosay is used 
as a component, and it is used independently in such names as Aynur and Aydos. 
Such words as bay, batyr, bek (begim), bi, gul, dos, zhan, zhuldyz, zat (zada), kel, 
kun, kal, men, nur, sultan, teniz, tokta, tur, khan (khanym) and sholpan are actively 
used in composing anthroponyms. In the system of Turkic anthroponyms, the 
historical role of these forms is preserved nowadays. In compiling the dictionary, 
it is necessary to take into account the linguistic nature of stable components, as 
well as the specific features of components of the system of anthroponyms made 
up through centuries, and to rely on the system of anthroponyms. 

The Russian scientist V.A. Nikonov, in his article about Uighur names, noted 
that 870 names could be formed out of 30 composite components. If we add such 
names as Bektemir and Temirbek, Dilmurad – Muradil, their number will grow 
(Nikonov, 1984). This anthroponym formation system is applicable not only to 
Uighurs, but also to all Turkic nations. For example, in the Uzbek language there are 
such names as Beknazar – Nazarbek, Berdinazar – Nazarberdi, Nurgul – Gulnur etc. 
The above names were formed by this system (Begmatov, 2010). This anthroponym 
formation system is also seen in the composition of Kazakh, Karakalpak, Nogai, 
Tatar and Bashkir names (Turkic Names, 2012).
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RELATED WORKS

In linguistics, there is a huge number of research theses studying  the vocabulary 
of the Turkic languages (А. Kaydar, L. Budagov, V.V. Radlov, E.K. Pekarskiy, 
А. Nadzhip, E.I. Fazylov, А. Kurashzhanov, А.K. Borovkov, А.М. Shcherbak, 
E.V. Sevortyan) and ordering Turkic names into a specific system. (Alakuz, 2007; 
Korableva and Kalimullina, 2014; Latyshev and Akhmetshin, 2015; Mullakhmetov 
et al., 2015). However, the lexical composition of names in the Turkic languages 
still requires detailed research within a wide range of comparative studies, as well 
as creation of a dictionary giving the Turkic worldview of today’s new stems of 
names or anthroponyms. According to the thesis of Zh. Baptist, creation of such 
dictionary requires some special approach and method, capitalization of words 
and expressions, and correct choice of explanations for keywords etc. (Baptist et 
al, 2006). 

А.А. Reformatskiy noted in his thesis the necessity for differentiation between 
dictionaries  through their division into encyclopaedic, language and linguistic 
(Reformatskiy, 1999; Sazanov and Akhmetshin, 2016; Akhmetshin and Vasilev, 
2016). In the Turkic languages, a great number of dictionaries on names of people 
have been created. For example, explanatory dictionaries of personal names 
have been published: the dictionary of Kazakh names “Esimder Syry. Secrets 
of Names” by T. Zhanuzak (Zhanuzak, 2004), the dictionary “Kazakh names” 
composed by B.Zh. Zhusipova (Zhusipova, 2005), the “Explanatory Dictionary 
of Tatar Names” composed by Sh. Sagautdinov (Sagautdinov, 1998), “Kumyk 
Personal Names: Origin and Meaning” by Gadzhiahmedov N.E., Guseynov G-R 
A.-K. (Gadzhiahmedov et al, 2004), “Uzbek Isimlari” by E.A. Begmatov (Uzbek 
Isimlarimanosi, 2010). At the same time, the dictionaries “Kazak Esimderi. Kazakh 
Names (reference dictionary)” compiled by Т. Zhanuzakov and K. Espaeva were 
published (Zhanuzakov et al, 1988), “Names of Peoples in Kazakhstan: Reference 
Book for Registry Offices, Village and Township Councils of People’s Deputies and 
Passport Offices” (Names of Peoples in Kazakhstan, 1991); additionally, the list of 
Bashkir and Tatar names (Shaykhulov et al, 2006; Korableva and Kalimullina, 2016; 
Korableva et al., 2017; Magsumov, 2013) given at the end of the Nogai-Russian 
Dictionary (Nogai-Russian Dictionary, 1963) and containing Nogai names, as well 
as the list of Karachay-Balkar names at the end of the Karachay-Balkar-Russian 
Dictionary (Karachay-Balkar-Russian Dictionary 1989) etc. serve as exhibits to the 
thesis by A.V. Shaykhulov and Z.M. Raemguzhina “Bashkir and Tatar Personal 
Names of Turkic Origin”. 
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METHODS

In this thesis, the complex or ethnolinguistic research method was used. 
“Ethnolinguistic method is interdisciplinary integration of methods, techniques and 
procedures used to study a wide range of problems associated with relationship 
between the language and ethnos in order to identify regular correlations between 
ethnic and linguistic processes for consolidation of ethnical communities and 
scientific forecasting of ethno-linguistic construction” (Komarova, 2012).

The ethnolinguistic method implies studying distinctive means of the languages 
within a milieu of various ethnoses. This method was used in the thesis of Zh. Holt 
(Holt, 1970); R.Ehret (Ehret, 1996); B.Mahapatra (Mahapatra, 1976); R. Clement 
(Clement, 1992) etc.

The composition of this complex method includes comparative historical, 
compound, communicative and pragmatic, cognitive and communicational and 
socio-linguistic methods of research. To use such complex method, the language 
materials of the reference scientific study “Secrets of Names” by T. Zhanuzakov, 
the book “Kazakh Names” by B.Zh. Zhusupov, the directory “Names of Peoples of 
Kazakhstan”, “Uzbek Isimlarimanosi” (“Uzbek Names”) were used, along with the 
rich heritage of the Turkic world: “Ancient Turkic Dictionary”, the encyclopaedic 
dictionaries “Explanatory Dictionary of Tatar Personal Names”, “Nogai-Russian 
Dictionary”, “Karachaevo-Balkar-Russian Dictionary”

RESULTS

The structure of languages of the Turkic nations is common, and the system of 
anthroponyms forming an integral part of any language is characterized with 
common features in all Turkic languages. 

Related nations united by religious views and spiritually close to each other are 
also characterized by similarity of anthroponyms, because the major part of units 
preserved in the vocabulary consists of proper names of Turkic origin, as well as 
of Arab and Persian borrowings. 

The urgent problem of nowadays of to preserve spiritual interaction between 
the Turkic nations. From the research and practice point of view, realization of this 
idea will be promoted by creation of a dictionary of Turkic names. 

Creation of a dictionary of Turkic names is a complex problem having its special 
aspects (Gabidullina, 2014; Sattarova and Gabidullina, 2015; Magsumov, 2014; 
Magsumov, 2015). To implement such large-scale work, first, it is necessary to 
identify the lexicon of Turkic origin names preserved and continuously used from 
ancient times, which had entered from the Arab and Persian languages; second, 
characteristic phonetic specificities and orthographic standards of the languages 
from which such names had been borrowed should be detected and recorded in 
this dictionary. 
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The materials of the “Ancient Turkic Dictionary” comprising anthroponyms 
contained in memorials of the V-XIII centuries served as the basis for studying the 
origin of Turkic names (Ancient Turkic Dictionary, 1969). The research into Turkic 
names evoked comparison of the modern samples of Turkic names, particularly, 
in six languages (Kazakh, Nogai, Tatar, Bashkir, Karachay-Balkar, Kumyk) of 
the Kipchak group. The comparative study of anthroponyms in Turkic languages 
shows that the major part of anthropological stems is common for them, and there 
is similarity in the structure and meaning of words, with only minor differences 
observed in the phonetic form. Additionally, they reflect differences characteristic 
of anthroponyms in these languages, and many words form the basis or a component 
of an anthroponym.  

Distinctive features of the Turkic anthroponym formation are combination of 
components, joining, attaching special affixes and borrowing components. And 
this traditional specificity in naming the person have survived as a system from the 
ancient Turkic period until the present time. For example, human names consisting 
of the word root and stem: Ajaz (Ayaz), Ajna (Ayna), Altu (Altu), Adaj (Aday), Aj 
(Ay), Alp (Alp), Altmїš (Aldmysh), Anar (Anar), Baγatur (Bagatur), Bars (Bars), 
Batur (Batur), Böri (Bori), Buγra (Bugra), Buzaγu (Buzagu), Bükä (Buke), Čaγri 
(Chagri), Čaŋ (Chan), Čїnar (Chynar), Erän (Eren), Esän (Esen), Jaruq (Yaruk), 
Julduz (Yulduz), Juqa (Yuka), Kök (Kok), Küčük (Kuchuk), Kümüš (Kumush), Bilig 
(Bilig), Otuz (Otuz), Tarqan (Tarkan), Qul (Kul), Jürük (Juruk); Abï (Aby), Abїč 
(Abych), Abїq (Abyk), Ačqї (Achky), Aγduq (Agduk), Alču (Alchu), Aqïš (Akysh), 
Arïγ (Aryg), Arčuq (Archuk), Arslan (Arslan), Aruq (Aruk), Artuqač (Artukach), 
Asïγ (Asyg), Ašmïs (Ashmysh), Atїq (Atyk), Abamu (Abamu), Bajïrqu (Bayirku), 
Beglan (Beglen), Bektür (Bektur), Čonaj (Chonay), Elči (Elchi), Jorčїq (Yorchyk), 
Meŋlik (Menlik), Otaмïš (Otamysh), Ozmïš (Ozmysh), Muŋsuz (Munsuz), Tümän 
(Tumen), Temir (Temir), Turmїš (Turmysh) (Ancient Turkic Dictionary, 1969). 

The cited examples serve as ancient samples of anthroponyms preserved 
in materials of ancient memorials. The system of the structure in some of them 
comprises components of compound names (components present in the modern 
language). Some elements of Turkic anthroponym formation also existed in the 
ancient times. For example, the names Abї-č, Abї-q, Beg-lan, Ota-мïš, Oz-mïš, 
Meŋlik, Muŋ-suz were formed by means of attaching suffixes to the root. The 
suffices –ch, -k, -lan, -lyk, -shy, -mysh, -suzi in the structure of these names are 
currently present in formation of names in the Turkic languages. For example, they 
are seen in the Kazakh names Tele-sh, Nuh-ysh, Bul-ash, Kab-ysh; Aba-k, Zhan-
ak, Seyt-ek, Tele-k, Myrza-k, Baba-k; Nur-lan, Er-len, Tur-lan, Ay-lan, Gul-den; 
Bekte-mis, Tokta-mys, Ote-mis, Tyr-mysh; Men-li-bek, Tur-ly-bek, Kal-dy-bek, 
Ata-lyk, Baba-lyk; Mun-syz-bayi etc. 
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The meanings of modern personal names, as well as the process of their 
anthroponym formation make it possible to trace the initial origins of the Turkic 
aesthetic style.

Beauty, purity, pleasant appearance of a person and other similar concepts 
formed the basis for creating personal names:

In the Kazakh language: Aybike, Aysulu, Ayshat, Aktamak, Gulzhan etc.; 
In the Nogai language: Aybiyke, Aysyluv, Ayshat, Aktamak, Kyzylgul, 

Yulduz etc.
(Nogai-Russian Dictionary, 1963); 
In the Tatar language: Aybike, Aysylu, Ayshat, Aygol, Akbike, Yeldyz etc. 

(Shaykhulov et al, 2006); 
In the Bashkir language: Aybike, Ayhyliy, Ayzede, Aygel, Aksesek, Yondoz 

etc. (Shaykhulov et al, 2006); 
In the Karachai-Balkar language: Ayshat, Aygul, Aktamak, Guldzhan, 

Dzhulduz etc. (Karachay-Balkar-Russian dictionary, 1989);
In the Kumyk language: Ayshat, Aybiyke, Aygul, Aksyly; Suykum, Yulduz 

etc. (Gadzhizkhmedov et al, 2004). 
As we see, such words from the ancient Turkic language as ay, ak, bike, gul, 

zada, sulu, shat etc., preserving their anthroponymic stem, are used in formation of 
new names corresponding to the new time. The meanings of such words are constant 
components of human names during a long time, and they serve as anthroponymic 
bases. 

For the anthroponym forming basis, it should be noted that there are some 
special features related to the foundation system, i.e. rooting back to the ancient 
Turkic period: 
 1. Specific involvement of certain components in anthroponymization: 

Tarχan (Tarhan), Tegin (Tegin), Tutuq (Tutuk), Baj (Bay), Beg (Beg), 
Alp er toŋa (alo er tona), Alp Turmїš (Alp turmysh), Aq baš atïq (ak bask 
atyk), Bilgä beg (bilge beg), Jürük qїpčaq (Yurukkypchak), Altmїš Qara 
(altmysh kara), Altu (altu), Otuz (otuz) (Ancient Turkic Dictionary, 1969). 
Two different words based upon anthroponymization form one word and 
a single name. The capacity of one word to form a stem for several words 
evidences their anthroponym-forming function which has been existent from 
ancient times. For example: Alyp, Alpamys (from Alypmysh), Alypbay, 
Alypbek. The word Alyp means human features: first, a specific man with 
a big body; second, a very strong and energetic person, third, a courageous 
and fearless man ready to defend the people against the enemy, a patriot. 
The anthroponym-forming processes combining all these concepts resulted 
in conversion of the word into a common and constant component. 
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  Independence of components is also evidenced by freedom of their location. 
In the structure of the below names, these components are located, in one 
group, - in the beginning, in the other group – in the middle, in the third 
group of cases – in the end of a name. For example: oγul toŋa (Ogul tona), 
qutluγ oγul (Kutkyg ogul), apa tarqan(ara tarkan); öz apa tutuq (Oz apa 
tutuk), qul apa (Kul apa), baj temür (Bay temur), bört baj (Bort bay), tüz 
bai (Tuz bay), beg turmuš (beg turmush); bars beg (Bars beg), jegin silig 
beg (Yegin silig beg), ürüŋ beg (Urun beg), bilgä talui (Bilge); čik bilgä 
čikši (Chik bilge chikshi), їnanču bilgä qaγan (Inanch bilge kagan), kül 
bilgä qaγan (Kul bilge kagan), oγuz bilgä (Oguz bilge), öz bilgä (Oz bilge), 
taj bilgä (Tay bilge), töläš bilgä (Tolash bilge), öz bilgä (Oz bilge), qїzїl 
öz (Kyzyl oz), qara tojїn (Kara toyin); altun qara (Altun kara), baš qaraχan 
(Bash kara khan), buγa qaraχan (Bugra kara khan), bujan qara (Buyan kara), 
bürlük qara (Burluk kara), miŋ qara (Myn kara), mїsїr qara quz (Mysyr 
kara kuz), ögrünč qara (Ogrunch kara), qalїŋ qara ačї (Kalyn kara achy), 
qїtї qara (Kyty kara), qutadmїš qara (Kutadmash kara), qulun qara (Kulun 
kara), sekinč qara (Sekinch kara), tükäl qara (Tukel kara). 

 2. Specifically free location in anthroponym formation: This anthroponymic 
phenomenon is also continuing in the present time: the names Bayzhuma 
– Zhumabay, Karabay – Baykara, Doszhan – Zhandos, Dosay – Aydos 
etc., similar by the meaning of components, are at the same time different 
names. 

  For instance, the names Bayzhuma and Zhumabay have the meaning “a 
boy born on Friday”, but these are different names – a boy born on Friday 
and named Zhumabay cannot be called Bayzhuma. 

 3. Specific formation of anthroponym forming nests through attachment of 
various affixes and components to stems formed as anthroponymic bases. 
For example, Aq-ïš, Ar-ïγ, Tur-mїš, Bil-gä, Oγultarqan, Oγultegin, 
Oγultoŋa; Begarslan, Begbars, Begbuγa, Begčur, Begtaš, Begtemür quz, 
Begturmušи etc. The words Aq, Ar, Tur, Bil, oγul, beg in them are ancient 
samples of an anthroponym forming nest. These roots currently form a lot 
of names. For example (materials of ancient Turkic written memorials):

ALP : alp aja, alp er toŋa ~ toŋa alp er, alp burγučan, alp qutluγ, alp tarχan, 
alp tegin, alp toγrїl, alp turmїš, alp tutuq, alp uruŋu. 

ALTMЇŠ : altmїš qara, altmїš tükün.
AQ : aq baš atïq, aqїš. 
JÜRÜK : jürük qїpčaq, jürük tümän.
OYUL : oγul tarqan, oγul tegin, oγul toŋa.
ESÄN : esän buqa, esän qaja, esän tegin, esän temür.
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AJ : aj qaγan, aj ölütči, aj toldї.
APA : apa tarqan.
BAJ : baj apa, baj buγa, baj temür.
BEG : beg arslan, beg bars, beg buγa, beg čür, beg taš, beg temir quz, beg turmuš.
BILGÄ : bilgä beg, bilgä čikšän, bilgä qaγan, bilgä talui.
KENČ : kenč estemi, kenč bersü, kenč toγmїš tarqan.
ÖZ - öz: apa tutuq, öz bilgä.
QARA: qara baqšї, qara buqa, qara oquj, qara qan, qara quš, qara seŋün, qara 

tekün, qara temür, qara toγma, qara tojїn. 
These examples evidence the existence of Turkic internal laws for anthroponym 

formation. From amongst these anthroponymic stems, it should be noted that the 
words Oγul, Esän, Aj, Baj, Beg, Bilgä and Qara are very actively used in the 
contemporary language. The forms Ogul and Bilge, having changed in some Turkic 
languages, have been formed as Ul and Bil. For example, Ul-zhan, Ul-bolsyn, 
Ul-tuar, Ulzhalgas etc.; Bil-shan, Bil-im, Bil-ge, Bil-er etc.; Esen-zhan, Esen-tay, 
Esen-eli, Esen-bay, Esen-bek etc.; Ay-zhan, Ay-ym, Ay-bol, Ay-ganym, Ay-tugan 
etc.; Bek-en, Bek-bol, Bek-nur, Bek-tas etc.; Kara-sh, Kara-zhan, Kara-tay, Kara-
bay, Kara-man etc. 

In the ancient Turkic written memorials, along with the Turkic stems, there are 
names related to the Arab and Persian languages. By their type, they are separated as 
names which entered and were firmly established together with the Islamic religion. 
Those are names associated with the prophets, religious figures, features (epithets) 
of Allah: Аbu-bäkr al-mufid al-зarзarani (Abu-bekr al-mufid al-Zarzarani), Аbu-
bäkr al-qaffal uš-šaši (Abu-bekr al-kaffal ush-shashi), Аbu-l-qasim ‛abdullah 
ibn-muhammad al-muqtadi bi-amrillah (Abu-l-kasim ‛Abdullah ibn-Muhammad 
al-muktadi bi-amrillah) ibn abi-d-dünja (ibn abi-d-dunia), Аshab (Ashab), Іdris 
(Idris), Іsa (Isa), Jaqja (Yakia), ‛Аbbaz (Abbaz), Adam (Adam), Ahmad, Аli (Ali), 
Jaqub (Yakub), Jusuf (Yusuf), Mübäräk (Muberek), Muhаmmäd (Muhammed), 
Mїsїr (Mysyr), Omar (Omar), Osman (Osman), Qadir (Qadir). Together with the 
above names, the Turkic languages have preserved many names formed from 
the names of Sahab and scholars of Islam, taken from the Qur’an verses, as well 
as names that came from the Persian language and associated with the names of 
spiritual and material values. Integrated according to the sound laws peculiar to 
each language, they serve as basis for forming anthroponyms. In the outcome of 
the process of Turkic anthroponym formation, borrowed names enabled creation 
of new stems through attachment of various affixes and combination with other 
components. They also entered our languages as original names. 
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The modern condition of the Kazakh names requires thorough analysis. Some 
Kazakh names sometimes have thirteen spelling variants. The orthographic pattern 
of names created by artistic imagination looks as follows: Moldir – Moldr, Moldir, 
Moldyr, Molder, Muldir...; Lezzat – Lazzat, Lyazzat, Lyazat, Lyazzyat..; Botogoz 
– Botakoz, Botakuz, Batogoz, Botagoz...etc. This problem also exists in the Turkic 
languages (Table 1).

TABLE 1 : COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TURKIC NAMES 

Kazakh Nogai Tatar Bashkir Karachay-
Balkar Kumyk

Abay Abay Abay Abay Abay Abay
Abak Abak Abak Abak Abak Abak
Abash Abash Abash Abash Abash Abash

Agabay Agabay Agabay Agabay Aga Agabay 
Aybas Aybas Aybash Aybash Aybash Aybash
Aykun Aykun Ayken Ayken Aygyun Aygyun
Aydar Aydar Aydar Aydar Aydar Aydar
Aydyn Aydyn Aydyn Aydyn Aydyn Aydyn

Ayzhigit Ayyigit Ayeget Ayeget Aydzhigit Ayigit 
Aryslan Arslan Aryslan Aryslan Arslan Arslan 
Asylan Aslan Aslan Aslan Aslan Aslan
Atabay Atabay Atabek Atabek Atabiy Atabiy
Akkus Akkus Akkosh Akkosh Akkush Akgyoz
Kebek Kebek Kubek Kubek Kyobek Gebek 

Kokkoz Kokkoz Kukkuz Kukkuz Kyokkoz Gyogyoz 
Kumis Kumiskhan Komesh Komesh Kumush Gumuch 
Kylysh Kylysh Kylych Kylysbay Kylych Kylych 

Bi
(sultan)

Biy
(soltan)

Bi
(soltan)

Bi
(soltan)

Biy
(soltan)

Biy 
soltan)

Barysbay Barys Bars Bars Barsbiy Bars

Batyrkerey Batyrkerey Batyrgerey Batyrgerey Batyrgeriy Batyrgerey

Batyr Batyr Batyr Batyr Batyr Batyr
Bekbolat Bekbolat Bikbulat Bikbulat Bekbulat Bekbolat

Bolat Bolat Bulat Bulat Bulat Bolat 

Beri Bori Bore Bore Byoruka Byoru

Burakhan Bora Akbura Akbura Borakhan Borakhan

Karasay Karasay Karasay Karasay Karasay Karasay 
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Kazakh Nogai Tatar Bashkir Karachay-
Balkar Kumyk

Nogay Nogay Nogay Nogay Nogay Nogay
Olmes Olmes Ulmes Ulmes Yolmeskhan Olmes 

Sarybas Sarybas Sarbay Sarbay Sarybash Sarbash
Taubay Taubay Taugilde Taukilde Taukan Tavsultan

Tenizbay Teniz Dingez
khan Dingezkhan Tenyiz Dengizbiy

Tinibek Tinibek Tinibek Tinibek Tinibek Tinibek 
Tokay Tokay Tukay Tukay Tokay Tokay
Tokash Tokash Tkuash Tukash Tokash Tokash
Toktar Toktar Toktar Toktar Toktar Toktar 
Tugan Tugan Aytugan Aytugan Tuugan Tuvgan

Temir Temir Timer Timer Temir Demir (Temir) 

As we can see, the Kazakh, Nogai, Tatar, Bashkir, Karachay-Balkar, Kumyk 
names do not differ much from each other in comparison with the names of Arab 
and Persian origin which, having undergone Turkic anthroponym formation, have 
been changed and differ considerably from their roots (Table 2). 

TABLE 2:  COMPARATIVE LIST OF NAMES WITH ARAB AND  
PERSIAN ORIGINS 

Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Azat Azat Azat Azat Azatkul Azat

Akymet Ahmet Ehmet Ehmet Ahmat Ahmat

Baktiyar Behtiyar Behtiyar Behtiyar Bahtiyar Bahtiyar

Deniyal Daniyal Daniyal Daniyar Daniyal Daniyal 

Deulet Davlet Deulet Deulet Daulet Devlet
Dauyt Daut Dauyt Dauyt Dauut Davut 

Zhenibek Yanibek Zhanibek Yanibek Dzhanybek Zhanibek 

Islam Islam Islam Islam Islam Islam
Ismayyl Ismail Ismail Ismail Ismail Ismail
Yskak Iskak Iskhak Iskhak Iskhak Iskak 
Kazi Kaziy Kaziykhan Kazi Kaziy Kazi

Kaysar Kaysar Kaysar Kaysar Kaysar (Kaytmas)

Menlibay Menlibay Minlebay Minlebay Minglikyz  Minglikyz 

Murat Murat Morat Morat Murat Murat 
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Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Mustapa Mutafa Mostafa Mostfa Mustafa  Mustapa

Musa Musa Musa Musa Musa Musa
Mukamet Muhamed Mehammet Mehemet Muhammat Muhammat
Muktar Muhtar Mohtar Mohtar Muhtar Muhtar 

Nur(bay) Nur(gazy) Nur(bayan) Nur Nurmuhammat Nur(adil)

Thus, having considered and studied the Turkic origin names by taking into 
account the laws of their pronunciation and orthography in each language, we can 
specify the structure of the Dictionary of Turkic Names (Table 3). 

TABLE 3: STRUCTURE OF THE VOCABULARY OF TURKIC NAMES

Kazakh Nogai Tatar Bashkir Karachay-Balkar Kumyk

Esen Esen Isen Isen Esen Esen

Names pertaining to the Kipchak group will be in one group with the meanings 
of these names presented etc. For example: a name containing a wish of health and 
well-being to a child. 

In the ancient Turkic language, Esen means “healthy, well-being”. Names 
formed from this word are present in the written memorials: Esän buqa (Esen 
buka), Esän qaja (Esen kaya), Esän tegin (Esen tegin), Esän temür (Esen 
temur). In the contemporary Turkic languages, this word is used in formation of 
human names both in its own form and through combination with other words, by 
preserving its ancient meaning: Esentay, Esenzhan, Eseneli, Esenkan, Esenbay, 
Esenbek etc. 

DISCUSSION 

Names are formed according to this principle. One of specific features of people 
is renovation as time dictates. The tradition of preserving names formed on the 
basis of certain historic events has not been established, but requirements based 
upon cultural ideas still survive. The Turkic universal system of anthroponym 
formation makes it possible to preserve the historic foundation, and it is convenient 
in forming new names. For example, the word “Ay” used from ancient times now 
sounds in another way with such names as Ayzere, Ayaru, Aysultan. Together with 
the constituent system, multiple successive pretexts (motives) for giving Turkic 
names still exist in substantial features. If a family wanted to have a son, they could 
name their sun Kyztumas, Zhanylkhan, Toktabibi etc.; and such names associated 
with a child’s health as Kushikbay, Itbay, Akmysyk etc. and similar ones have 
upgraded the cultural value of names, being intertwined with such names as Umit, 
Turar, Toktar, Aknazar (Haknazar). Nowadays, these tokens of childbirth convey 
common motives for all Turkic nations (Kazak esimderinin anyktamalygy, 2009). 
This specific aspect should be taken into account in grouping and division of names.
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CONCLUSION

It should be recognized that the globalization processes affect changes in values that 
have been developed in the national consciousness of each nation. In this regard, 
each country takes various measures to preserve its identity. In such conditions, 
nations with common history should search for effective ways to preserve cultural 
values natural for them. In terms of linguistics, each language has its own system 
and pronunciation laws. Preserving this system and laws is a warranty for future of 
national names. If assume this structure as basis and continue the work for creation 
of a dictionary of Turkic names, both the existing pronunciation forms and the 
meanings of the national names will be preserved. Figuratively speaking, we will 
create a pool of names which could be felt by the common heart and voiced in the 
native language by representatives of each nation. With the ancient Turkic stems 
preserved, it can be replenished with new nice names in future.  

And although anthroponym forming bases are used with ancient stems more 
often in one group of languages and passively in other ones, their role is growing, 
and they are becoming more and more active. These patterns rooting back to the 
ancient era provide excellent opportunities for their adaptation in the modern world .
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